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YOU make it happen
Thank you, donors and supporters. Your shared
enthusiasm for our mission and our ability to realize
that mission have made this past year a stand-out for
us, the Capitol and more than 200,000 visitors.
In just five years, our funding capacity coupled with
the energy of the Visitor Services staff has created some
special traditions, many of which have become beloved
family experiences such as the annual Cherry Blossom
Day at the Capitol and Oregon’s birthday celebration. It
is a joy to see the building filled with visitors learning
about the people and traditions that are so significant
to our state.
Most of our building-based activities are part of The
Capitol History Gateway, which shares the “Oregon
Story” about our government and its impact on our
lives and identifies historical resources and remarkable
stories from around the state. We hope a visit to the
Capitol sparks interest in visiting other parts of our
large state; that’s why we call it a gateway.
The Capitol History Gateway, including displays,
programming and events executed by Capitol Visitor
Services staff, was recognized this year when OSCF and
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the State Capitol received the Ovation! Impact
Award from the Oregon Festival and Events
Association. This award honors festivals
and events with themes promoting culture,
ethnicity and heritage. We are honored.
Keeping our award-winning programming
vibrant, stimulating and new depends on our
audiences, of course; but equally important,
it depends on your donations, sponsorships,
planned giving and volunteer help. We urge
you to maintain your commitment to the
foundation as we continue to grow and add
fascinating and robust programming at the
Oregon State Capitol.
One of the most striking changes we’ve
made possible in the building in 2019 is the
new Capitol Information Center. Be sure
to see it on your next visit. We are in the
process of contracting to provide dynamic
digital screens in the center. They will
highlight significant historical places and
special events around Oregon. These screens
will give visitors information about our
historic building, legislative and executive
activities, committee hearings and more.
We’ve also been busy connecting with
heritage partners statewide to assess their
interest and capacity in exhibiting in the
Capitol. This long-term undertaking is
sure to excite Oregonians and history buffs
throughout the world. Our aim is to share
exhibits with these organizations, both to
enrich knowledge about our state government
and to encourage visits to the Capitol.
You’ve heard about our oral history project
and speaker series in other communications
from us. We are building a remarkable
inventory of these video stories that you can
access on our website. Dede Montgomery,
whose family was part of Salem’s early
settlement, recently provided a live
presentation so rich in Oregon history that
the recording of her presentation is used in
educating new Capitol volunteers.
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We complete our work thanks to gifts from
individuals, businesses and organizations,
combined with grants and income from the
sale of Pacific Wonderland license plates.
These resources allow the Foundation to
jump-start some remarkable programs that
otherwise might take years to fund.
One of our favorite new projects is a
program to help statewide heritage partners
fund the development of displays for the
Capitol. What a wonderful opportunity for
all of us.
The foundation remains financially stable
by careful budgeting and by maintaining
a conservative reserve for the unexpected.
This mindful spending allows us to plan for
the future, pay for the present and protect
your investments.
As chair, I have the privilege of working
with an outstanding group of board
members. They work countless hours and
provide amazing energy and stimulating
creativity to our planning, events and history
programming. Their enthusiasm makes
this work fun, stimulating and meaningful
for each of us. We actually look forward to
our meetings! The quality of this board is
just one more reason that I encourage your
continued support of our work. They are
terrific stewards of the foundation’s vision
and resources.
I hope you’ll enjoy reviewing what we’ve
been able to accomplish this past year as you
read our annual report. And, once again,
thank you for your support. It is valued by
every OSCF board and staff member and all
who visit the Oregon State Capitol.
Sincerely,

Kim Duncan, Chair
Oregon State Capitol Foundation
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We’re influencing Oregon’s future
Visitors to the Oregon State Capitol
Foundation booth at the Oregon
Heritage Historic Preservation Month
Fair had an opportunity to experience
democracy in action by voting for
their favorite socks. The socks featured
designs patterned after the custom
carpets in the Governor’s ceremonial
office, Senate chamber and House
chamber. The Governor’s ceremonial
office socks won with 45% of the vote.

Thanks to your support, the Oregon
State Capitol Foundation provides
funding for projects that align with our
shared mission, strengthen community
partnerships and benefit Oregonians.
The Oregon YMCA Youth and
Government recently received funds
from the foundation to buy laptops for
use in each chamber by youth clerks and
advisors during a three-day intensive
educational experience. The teens
were thrilled to practice parliamentary
procedure and experience a mock
legislative process at the Capitol.

Former Rep. Bob Repine, Joan Plank
and Fred Neal invited individuals to
complete a quiz for a chance to win
a prize and to learn more about the
foundation’s many accomplishments —
made possible thanks to you.
This annual event highlights significant
places, artifacts, collections and
remarkable Oregonians. It is important
to celebrate our shared history, which
is an enduring reminder that, working
together, we can bring the world closer
to embracing political, economic and
social equality for all.

It’s always exciting to watch as students
learn the value of public service and
how one person truly can make a
difference. Understanding how and why
a democracy functions has never been
more important.
Thank you for supporting the foundation.
Together, we are engaging individuals
in the democratic process and inspiring
future leaders.
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Making an impact together
The Oregon State Capitol Foundation and the Oregon State Capitol
received the Ovation! Impact Award during the 2019 Oregon Festival
and Events Association conference.
The Impact Award recognizes an event with a great and unique
impact culturally or financially on a community and honors festivals
and events with themes promoting specific cultures, ethnicities or
heritage. OSCF and the Capitol jointly received the award for the
Capitol History Gateway program, which is funded in large part by
the foundation. The Capitol’s Visitor Services team executes these
award-winning events and programs.
The Capitol History Gateway program highlights significant cultural
and historical contributions to Oregon. In 2015, the program began
with four events. In 2018, it hosted nearly 30 events at the Capitol.
Opening the building for events on Saturdays gives presenting
groups and individuals a unique public platform. The knowledge
that everyone is welcome at the Capitol further opens the door for
democracy in Oregon.
Bringing people together for fun, family-friendly activities illuminates
the diversity and unity of Oregonians. Visitors leave with a better
understanding of what inspires our state’s identity and values.
Your donations to the Oregon State Capitol Foundation, combined
with support from numerous dedicated community organizations
and volunteers, help bring impactful Capitol History Gateway
programs to the Capitol for all to enjoy. Together, we inspire
Oregonians and others to learn about our shared heritage, common
history and citizen-led democracy.

Thank you, volunteers
Capitol tour guides have led hundreds of
visitors through the halls of the building,
working hard to ensure people of all ages
have an educational, inspirational and fun
adventure of discovery.
Thank you to the guides and other
volunteers whose work at the kiosk, Oregon
Capitol Store and legislative galleries makes
the visitor experience positively memorable.
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You help bring special events to the Capitol
The Jan. 22 Welcome!
event celebrating the
start of the 2019 Oregon
Legislative Session was
a wonderful way to meet
and mingle with new
legislators, returning
lawmakers, state agency
professionals and lobbyists
in a fun atmosphere
while supporting the
work of the Oregon State
Capitol Foundation.

History was made on Nov. 9, 2018,
when Thomas M. Lauderdale (of Pink
Martini), Hunter Noack, Katie Harman
and The von Trapps including Melanie,
Amanda and August, captivated the
audience with the first full-length
concert performed in the Oregon State
Senate Chamber.
This unique concert, which included a
delightful impromptu performance by
former Rep. Lane Shetterly, was held
to celebrate the gift of a Steinway and
Sons piano to the Senate Chamber by
the Oregon State Capitol Foundation.
In 2017, the foundation gifted a
Steinway and Sons piano to the
Oregon’s House chamber. These
quality instruments will deliver
beautiful music in the Capitol during
opening ceremonies and on special
occasions for many years.

Thanks to our many
sponsors, especially
Presenting Sponsor Capitol
Club and Signed! Sponsor
PAC/WEST. A list of
financial contributors begins
on page 13.
Your involvement really
makes a difference.
Sponsors, donors, volunteers
and community partners all
help further the foundation’s
mission to preserve and
beautify Oregon’s historic
Capitol and engage visitors
in educational opportunities
and cultural programs.
We appreciate your help
creating bright futures and
involved citizens.

Donation of the pianos on behalf of all
Oregonians was made possible thanks
to the efforts of the OSCF Board of
Directors, Portland Piano Company
and your gifts to the Oregon State
Capitol Foundation. Thank you.
6
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Celebrating Oregon’s heritage and history together
Your donations
help fund numerous
foundation-sponsored
projects, programs and
events that honor culture
and inspire inclusivity.

We invite you to explore the colorful and educational
displays and exhibits in the galleria to discover
the stories of the diverse groups and individuals
who have contributed to key moments in Oregon’s
multi-layered history.
The Capitol History Gateway displays and exhibits — a
project of the Oregon State Capitol Foundation — feature
photographs and memorabilia illustrating the influence
cultural traditions had and continue to have in shaping
our great state.
The foundation’s many
supporters help us accomplish
our shared vision that
Oregonians know their
Capitol as a beautiful, vibrant
place to engage with history
and democracy.
Your investment recently
allowed the foundation to
contribute funds for the
creation of a welcoming
information center in the
heart of the Capitol where
visitors begin their journey
of discovery about — and
through — Oregon’s many rich
historical resources. Thanks
to you, visitors leave with a
better understanding of our
legislative and governmental
history and places they can
visit to learn more.

Visitors can find information leading them to museums,
cultural centers and other resources throughout the
state, expanding their understanding of Oregon’s past,
present and future.
Your support raises awareness about our shared heritage
and increases the impact of visitor experiences at the
Oregon State Capitol.
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We value your partnership
The Oregon State Capitol Foundation is
invested in Oregonians and the future of
the Capitol. We appreciate all the ways you
help us preserve our beloved Capitol and the
history it represents, including:
• Donations to the general fund, which are
spent on operations at the discretion of the
Board of Directors.
• Matching gifts from employers potentially
doubling the impact of your donation while
positively influencing your company’s
philanthropic endeavors.
• Contributions to the endowment fund,
which are particularly important for the
long-term sustainability of the foundation
when lean economic times hit.
• Memorial and tribute gifts recognizing
someone special.
• Sponsorship of Welcome! and other special
foundation events.
• Collaboration on Capitol History Gateway
exhibits, displays and museum outreach.
• Legacy gifts that preserve the Capitol for
future generations of Oregonians.
• Purchase of Pacific Wonderland license
plates. Proceeds from sales are split evenly
between the foundation and the Oregon
Historical Society.
• Recurring donations that continue to add
up over time.
• Workplace giving deductions through
payroll contributions.
• Volunteering at the Capitol, interacting
with visitors, schoolchildren, government
leaders and guests from all over the world.
• In-kind donations of items upon request.
Thank you for your generosity, which allows
us to continue preserving Oregon’s legacy
together.
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Who might be inspired by your legacy?
Did you know that you can create an enduring legacy at the
Oregon State Capitol that will reflect the values you hold? Imagine
Oregonians, generations into the future, discovering the history of
Oregon and its process of government, the beauty of the Capitol
and the community within the building because of YOU. This
legacy can be easily accomplished with a planned gift.
A planned gift is any gift usually realized later such as the sale
of property, other intentional distribution of assets, retirement or
death. Planned gifts can establish your legacy, help you and your
family avoid capital gains or inheritance taxes* and support the
Oregon State Capitol Foundation.
You have many opportunities to make a planned gift to the
Oregon State Capitol Foundation, either now or at a future date:
• Bequest from your will — Approximately 90% of planned
gifts are made by simple bequest.
• Retirement plan assets — A favorite option for helping to
direct your retirement assets how you wish.
• Life insurance — Your insurance company can help you
update your beneficiaries.
• Real property — You may be able to donate your real property
and still use it.
• Income gifts — Income-generating investments to help you
through your future.
You may designate your gift to the Oregon State Capitol
Foundation endowment or general fund. A gift to the endowment
fund helps build the capacity to accomplish our vision far into
the future. A gift to the general fund allows the board to put your
investment to work right away.
Your important contribution will help sustain our shared mission
for the long-term benefit of the Capitol and for the education and
enjoyment of all Oregonians. We would love to discuss your vision
for your legacy gift so that together we can continue to share our
love for the Oregon State Capitol. Please contact Laureal Williams
at 503-363-1859 or PlannedGiving@oregoncapitolfoundation.org for
more information.
* The Oregon State Capitol Foundation is a 503(c)(3) tax-exempt
organization. Tax ID 20-5164853. All or part of your gift may be tax
deductible as a charitable contribution. For legal, tax or other advice,
please consult your professional advisor.
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Your gifts at work
$81,700

Creation of a welcoming information center in the heart of the
Capitol where visitors begin their journey of discovery about —
and through — Oregon’s many rich historical resources.

$64,300

Development of the framework for a new museum exhibit
exchange program. Once established, it will provide the means to
circulate enriching collections from throughout the state, helping
Oregonians learn even more about our shared heritage and history.
Installment of new Capitol History Gateway exhibits in the
galleria that highlight ways in which ordinary citizens have
affected state legislation and ideas for how you can, too.

$39,700

Filming of important stories from our lawmakers, staff
and advocates about the elements of legislating and public
policy development — all of which demonstrate how citizen
government works.

$22,500

Sponsorship of Capitol History Gateway events at the Oregon
State Capitol. These family-friendly, fun and free events
illustrate and celebrate how Oregon’s multiple cultures have
mingled to create a singular state.

$19,800

Installation of new tower signage that teaches visitors about
the building’s fascinating architecture and history. After a
121-step climb to the observation deck, tourists are greeted
by the Oregon Pioneer and a breathtaking view of Salem.

$19,300

Support of events and programs that align with the
foundation’s goal to foster cultural and educational
opportunities for Oregonians.

$8,100

$3,200

$1,100
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Purchase of laptops for YMCA Youth in
Government, which provides a unique
opportunity for teens to participate in a mock
legislative process at the Oregon State Capitol.
Conversion of historic Capitol slides,
bringing Oregon’s pictorial history
to the digital age and preserving the
photographs for generations to come.
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Visit your Capitol
200,000+

Number of visitors who
explore the Capitol where
trained tour guides share
stories of Oregon’s unique
history inspiring a love of
our citizen-led democracy

16,000+

Number of fourth-grade
students who experienced
a guided tour of the
Capitol. Schoolchildren
learn how the quality
of our lives is shaped
by what happens in
Oregon’s government.

5,845

Number of hours the
Capitol’s 60 volunteers
gave to make the visitor
experience memorable.
These selfless individuals
are living proof that
one person truly can
make a difference.

In 1988, the Oregon State Capitol
was listed in the National Register of
Historic Places. The building houses
the state legislature and the offices
of the governor, secretary of state
and treasurer.
Guided building tours starting at the
state seal in the rotunda are available
weekdays through Nov. 28 at 10:30
a.m., 11:30 a.m., 1:30 p.m. and 2:30 p.m.
Self-guided building tours are
available 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays.
Guided tower tours are available
weekdays from mid-June through late
September at 10 a.m., 11 a.m., 1 p.m.
and 2 p.m. Participants are required
to sign a waiver at the information
kiosk prior to the tour. If it’s raining or
above 85 degrees, the tower is closed.
A Capitol virtual tour is available at
oregoncapitol.com. Your gifts to the
Oregon State Capitol helped fund the
creation of this amazing 360-degree
tour, which incorporates noteworthy
areas, artifacts and objects found at
the Capitol and on the surrounding
grounds with photos, videos and
narrated facts.

The foundation is an advocate of the Capitol Accessibility,
Maintenance and Safety project, supporting improvements that
contribute to the dignity, beauty and safety of the building.
The CAMS project includes maintenance improvements to at-risk
mechanical, electrical and plumbing systems and addresses security
and life-safety issues in the Capitol through building repairs.
The CAMS project complies with federal Americans with Disabilities
Act access guidelines ensuring the Capitol is a safe place for everyone
to participate in the legislative process.
You can learn more about the CAMS project at oregonlegislature.gov/cams.
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We’re giving Oregonians a voice
Your donations help provide an opportunity for Oregonians to share stories highlighting
significant cultural and historical contributions.
The OSCF oral history project captures, preserves and shares the unique stories
and perspectives of those who have walked the Capitol halls in various capacities.
Former governors, legislators, staff, and others who have shaped Oregon’s history
discuss their fondest memories and anecdotes of Capitol life in brief, professionallyfilmed interviews. Interviews, available at oregoncapitolfoundation.org/oral-history,
were recently completed for Speaker Karen Minnis, Treasurer Tony Meeker,
Senator Jackie Winters (pictured above, from left) and Dan Simmons.
The OSCF speaker series provides an opportunity for inspirational Oregonians
to engage community members in thoughtful, challenging conversations about
ideas critical to our daily lives and our state’s future. The public is invited to attend
these free and often enlightening sessions, which are livestreamed and recorded.
Visit oregoncapitolfoundation.org/oscf-speaker-series to watch Kerani Mitchell,
Miguel Herrada, Dede Montgomery (pictured below, from left), Jennifer Roberts and
others share the ideas, experiences and history that makes Oregon unique.
Thank you for your continued support of important projects that help the foundation
connect Oregonians to each other and our rich and diverse past, present and future.
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Thanks for helping connect generations
The Oregon State Capitol Foundation is grateful for your ongoing support of our work. Your gifts help
support our vision, educate Oregonians about their shared heritage, preserve the historic importance
and architectural beauty of the Capitol and inspire the value of democracy. Thank you!
The following friends of the foundation contributed financially between July 1, 2018, and June 30, 2019.
$7,500
• Capitol Club, Inc
$5,000
• PAC/WEST
Communications
• Walmart Inc
$1,250+
• Judy & Michael Hall
• Oregon Bankers
Association
$1,000+
• Bruce & Judy Bishop
• CenturyLink
• Court Street
Consulting, LLC
• Nan Heim
• Speaker Phil Lang &
Mrs. Ginny Lang
• Markee & Associates,
Inc.
• Oregon Beer & Wine
Distributors
• Oregon Business &
Industry
• Oregon Health Care
Association
• Oxley & Associates
• Joan Plank
• Norm & Kathy Smith
• Summit Strategies
Government Affairs
LLC
$500+
• Anonymous
• Kathleen Beaufait
• Frankie Bell
• Joyce Cohen
• Crosswater Strategies,
LLC
• Kim & Angus Duncan
• Cheryl Gribskov
• Treasurer Tony &
Mrs. Carolyn Meeker
• Jim Moore
• Fred Neal &
Mark Haack
• Annette Price

• Treasurer William
Rutherford
• SRG Partnership
• Timothy Sekerak
• Lane & Francine
Shetterly
• Rep. Tony & Mrs.
Lousie Van Vliet
• Willamette Valley
Vineyards
$250+
• Jessica Adamson
• Sandra Allen
• Anonymous
• Jean & Ray Auel
• Lori L. Brocker
• Senate Majority Leader
Ginny Burdick
• Sen. Ron Cease
• Mari Chambers
• Paul & Kathleen
Cosgrove
• Diana P & Alexander
Cuyler
• Dalton Advocacy, Inc
• Deckert Jillions LLP
• Victor Dodier &
Marcia Kelley
• Verne A Duncan
• Gallant Policy
Advisors, Inc.
• JWA Public Affairs
• Rep. Delna Jones
• Legislative Advocates
Government Affairs
• John & Tresa Lively
• Northwest Credit
Union Association
• Oregon Association of
REALTORS
• Oregon Bankers
Association
• Oregon Public Ports
Association
• Sec. Norma Paulus
• Daniel P. Santos
• Thorn Run Partners
• Bob & Jeanette
Wickman
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$100+
• Marie Aichele
• Johnny & Myrna
Alexander
• Anonymous
• John & Debbie Baker
• David Barenberg
• Rep. Jeff Barker &
Mrs. Vicki Barker
• Scott Barrie
• Ken L. Betterton
• Bryan & Kassie
Boehringer
• Deborah Boone
• Mary Brooks
• Sen. John Burns &
Mrs. Debra Burns
• Will Christiansen
• Speaker Bev Clarno
• Herb Colomb
• Jan Coulton
• Sen. Peter Courtney &
Mrs. Margie Courtney
• Jack Dempsey
• Al & Sally Densmore
• Nancy West Dewey
• Rep. Margaret Doherty
• Leta Edwards
• Kathryn C. Ellis
Kelemen

• Teresa Fenton
• Friends for Floyd
Prozanski
• Mike & Mary Grainey
• James E Green &
Raquel Moore-Green
• Chane Dillard Griggs
• Dixie Hannon
• Sen. Bill Hansell &
Mrs. Margaret Hansell
• Terry Hanson
• Antoinette K Hatfield
• Marlene E. Haugland
• Darlene Hooley
• Brian Hoyt
• Hon. Dave &
Ms. Tonia Hunt
• Robert E. Jones
• Marcia Kelley
• Lenore Kipp
• Anita Leach-Saalfeld
• Ann Lyman
• Greg Macpherson
• Jan & Lester Margosian
• Tom & Judy Marsh
• John McCulley
• Molly McGrew
• Peter Merck
• Debbie Miller
• Iain More

Did you know? Oregon became the 25th
state to ratify the 19th Amendment to the
U.S. Bill of Rights in 1920. Learn more at
tinyurl.com/woman-suffrage-oregon.
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Each year, more than 200,000 people
visit the Oregon State Capitol.
You can visit oregoncapitol.com
to learn about the many exciting
foundation-sponsored exhibits, displays
and events at the Capitol, which are
free and open to the public.
Your donations allow the Oregon
State Capitol Foundation to continue
working on behalf of all Oregonians.
Thank you.

$100+, continued
• Jack Munro
• Mary Ann Myers
• Lori Noack
• Jan Nordlund
• David & Judy Nygaard
• Linda O’Bryan
• Todd & Vicki Olson
• JoAnn Kay Onstott
• Nancie Peacocke
Fadeley
• State Rep. Carla C.
Piluso
• Elisabeth Walton Potter
• Mac Prichard
• Keith Putman
• Bob Repine
• Bonnie Rivers
• Gov. Barbara Roberts
• Joan Robinson
• Sen. Diane Rosenbaum
• Ellen F Rosenblum
• Peggy Sato
• Gene & Mary Sayler
• Ede Ellen Schmidt
• Jim Sellers
• Brian Shipley
• Kim Silva
• Hugh Sowers
• Richard Spear
• Dick Springer
• James Stembridge
• Judy Sugnet
• Gerry C. Thompson
• Jean & Ray Thorne
• Sen. Mike Thorne &
Mrs. Jill Thorne
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• Sen. Cliff &
Jo Anne Trow
• Angela Wilhelms
• Linda Williams
• Tuck Wilson
• Peter Wong
• Sen. Mae Yih, retired
• Laura Zane
Under $100
• Janet Adkins
• Joan Amico
• Anonymous
• Rebekah Bally
• Ryen Bally
• Rep. Cindy Banzer
• P Barrows
• Jo Bell
• Danny & Sonja
Bisgaard
• Kristi Bowman
• Joyce Brake
• Senator John
Brenneman &
Mrs. Jan Brenneman
• Nancy BrewoldJohnson
• Sandy Brownlee
• Sen. Neil Bryant
• Kathleen Burrell
• Janet Carlson
• Chief Justice Wallace P
Carson, Jr. &
Mrs. Gloria Carson
• Lore Christopher
• Jennifer Columbus
• Michael Dembrow

• Nancy DeSouza
Gaskins
• Sen. Chris Edwards
• Kaye Exo
• Irv Fletcher
• Linda J Galeazzi
• Peter Green
• Mike & Patty
Greenfield
• Frank & Pat Gruber
• Janice & Maxime
Guyette
• Mary Lou Haas
• Kathy Hanson
• Bob Howell
• Josette Hugo
• Cynthia & Jack Johnson
• Leigh Johnson
• Kay Juran
• Bill & Cherie Kennemer
• Carol Kirchner
• Lynn Kulongoski
• Steven & Katherine
Lane
• Richard Lazaro
• Pam & Keith Leavitt
• Renee HK LeBlond
• Dennis & Christie
Lemon
• Ellen C Lowe, OR
• Lester D. Margosian
• Sharon McKee
• Monisha Merchant
• Brittany Miles
• Sen. Randy Miller
• Scott & Kristan
Mitchell

• Patrick Monaghan &
KK Burrell-Monaghan
• Garrett Mosher
• Jacquelyn A Nunez
• Mary J. O’Neil
• Fred & Nola Parkinson
• Hazel Patton
• Steven Powers
• Dawn Radcliff
• Raymond & Mary Len
Rees
• Dennis Richardson
• Sen. Arnie Roblan
• Michael Romano
• C Roseser
• Lolita Rux
• Keith & Rhonda
Samsom
• James Scherzinger &
Claire Carder
• Suellen Scott
• Alex Sifford
• Ellen Stevens
• Christine Stillger
• Masumi Timson
• Doug & Jana Tindall
• Carolyn Tomei
• Rev. Roy & Mrs. Edith
Tribe
• Lisa Van
• Mary VanNatta
• Judith Wann
• Patricia Wood
• Ken Yates
• William H Young
• Robert & Leslie Zeigen
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In honor of...
Frankie Bell
• Chane Dillard Griggs
Georgena Carrow
• Marlene E. Haugland
Sen. Jane Cease
• Rebekah Bally
• Sen. Ron Cease
• Kaye Exo
Sen. Verne Duncan
• Frankie
Everett Ronald Taylor
• Kathleen Beaufait
In memory of...
Governor Victor Atiyeh
• Keith Putman
Sen. Alan Doc Bates
• Sen. Diane Rosenbaum
Rep. Mary Burrows
• Rep. Tony Van Vliet &
Mrs. Lousie Van Vliet
Dave Dietz
• John McCulley
Cecil L. Edwards
• Mary J. O’Neil
• Judy Sugnet
George Gildersleeve
• Sandra Allen
Harl Haas
• Mary Lou Haas

Barbara Hanneman
• Dick Springer

Frank Roberts
• Gov. Barbara Roberts

Senator Lenn Hannon
• Dixie Hannon

Allan G. Thompson
• Gerry C. Thompson

Gov. Mark O. Hatfield
• Antoinette K Hatfield

Sen. Jackie Winters
• Frankie Bell
• Senator John
Brenneman &
Mrs. Jan Brenneman
• Al & Sally Densmore
• Linda J Galeazzi
• Judy & Michael Hall
• Speaker Phil Lang &
Mrs. Ginny Lang
• Pam & Keith Leavitt
• Ann Lyman
• Raquel Moore Green,
James E. Green &
Family
• Oregon Bankers
Association
• Oregon Health Care
Association
• Hazel Patton
• Steven Powers
• Elisabeth Walton Potter

Rep. Bob Jenson
• Deborah Boone
Don Jepsen
• Jan Coulton
Rep. Leigh T. Johnson
• Nancy BrewoldJohnson
Grattan Kerans
• Kathleen Beaufait
Don Kipp
• Lenore Kipp
Clark Lund
• Lenore Kipp
Robert Lundy
• Frank & Pat Gruber
Hardy Myers
• Joan Robinson
Sec. Norma Paulus
• Frankie Bell
• Sen. John Burns &
Mrs. Debra Burns
• Fred Neal &
Mark Haack

• Danny & Sonja
Bisgaard
• Sandy Brownlee
• Mari Chambers
• Janice & Maxime
Guyette
• Steven & Katherine
Lane
• Dennis & Christie
Lemon
• John McCulley
• Jack Munro
• David & Judy Nygaard
• Linda O’Bryan
• Lolita Rux
• Keith & Rhonda
Samsom
• James Stembridge
Betty Zacharias
• Sandra Allen
Concert Performance
• Thomas M. Lauderdale,
Hunter Noack and
Friends

Evelyn Evie Woods
• Marie Aichele
• Sandra Allen
• Frankie Bell

Explore
Discover
Engage
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PO Box 13472
Salem OR 97309
Phone: 503-363-1859
oscf@oregoncapitolfoundation.org
oregoncapitolfoundation.org
Our vision
Oregonians know their Oregon State
Capitol as a beautiful, vibrant place to
engage with history and democracy.
Our mission
The Oregon State Capitol Foundation
connects Oregonians to a shared heritage,
enhances the beauty of the Capitol and
engages citizens in their democracy.
Our strategies
OSCF achieves its mission by providing
funding for educational and cultural
programs, events and displays; preserving
history; and supporting improvements
that contribute to the dignity and beauty
of the building and grounds.

Rain or shine, you can’t beat a trip to the Capitol!
Together with community partners — and thanks to your gifts to the Oregon State Capitol
Foundation — we provide funding for events, exhibits and displays sharing the rich stories and
traditions of Oregon’s many cultures. The Capitol is the people’s building; it’s the perfect place
for us to celebrate our diversity and unity together.

Saturday, Sept. 14, 2019
Hispanic Heritage Day
at the Capitol

Saturday, Oct. 5, 2019
Oregon’s Bounty

Tuesday, Dec. 3, 2019
Tree Lighting Ceremony

Weekdays Dec. 4-24, 2019
Holidays at the Capitol

Friday, Nov. 8, 2019
A Tribute to Veterans

